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Vendor Bestsellers

This is a list provided by Yankee Book Peddler of the top fifty 1992 titles which were sold in 1992. It is possible that 1991 titles sold in substantial amounts in the early months of 1992, but these figures are not available.

Ahmed, Leila Women And Gender In Islam: Historical Roots Of A Modern Debate. Yale Univ Press 0300049420 30.00

Black, Earl Vital South: How Presidents Are Elected. Harvard Univ Press 0674941306 29.95

Blau, Joel Visible Poor: Homelessness In The United States. Oxford Univ Press 0195057430 22.95

Bodnar, John E. Remaking America: Public Memory, Commemoration, And Patriotism In The Twentieth Century. Princeton Univ Press 0691047839 29.95

Buscaglia, Leo F. Born For Love: Reflections On Loving. Slack 0679413936 18.50

Cole, Thomas R. Journey Of Life: A Cultural History Of Aging In America. Cambridge Univ Press 0521410207 27.95

Columbia History Of Eastern Europe In The Twentieth Century; Ed. By Joseph Held. Columbia Univ Press 0231076967 29.95

Cone, Michele C. Artists Under Vichy: A Case Of Prejudice And Persecution. Princeton Univ Press 0691040885 35.00


Delaney, Kevin J. Strategic Bankruptcy: How Corporations And Creditors Use Chapter 11 To Their Advantage. Unv of California Press 0520073584 23.00

Doezema, Marianne George Bellows And Urban America. Yale Univ Press 0300050437 45.00


Fairbank, John King China: A New History. Belknap/Harvard 0674116704 27.95

Ferling, John John Adams: A Life. Univ of Tennessee Press 0870497308 37.95

Fraser, Russell A. Shakespeare: The Later Years. Columbia Univ Press 0231067666 27.95


Glancy, Diane. Claiming Breath. Univ of Nebraska Press 0803221401 15.95

Golden, Stephanie Women Outside: Meanings And Myths Of Homelessness. Univ of California Press 0520071581 25.00


Goldman, Herbert G. Fanny Brice: The Original Funny Girl. Oxford Univ Press 0195057252 24.95


Jencks, Christopher Rethinking Social Policy: Race, Poverty, And The Underclass. Harvard Univ Press 0674766784 27.95


Kasper, Shirl Annie Oakley. Univ of Oklahoma Press 0806124180 22.95

King, Martin Luther, Jr. Papers Of Martin Luther King, Jr; V. 1: Called To Serve, January 1929-June 1945 Univ Of California Press 0520079507 35.00

Leach, Marjorie Guide To The Gods; Ed. By Michael Owen Jones. ABC-Clio 0874365910 150.00


Maltese, John Anthony Spin Control: The White House Office Of Communications And The Management Of Presidential News. Univ of No Carolina Pr 0807820342 29.95

Miller, William Lee Business Of May Next: James Madison And The Founding. Univ Pr Of Virginia 0813913683 24.95
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Newman, Robert P. *Owen Lattimore And The “Loss” of China*. Univ of California Press 0520073886 30.00

Patten, Christine Taylor. *Miss O’Keeffe*. Univ of New Mexico Press 0826315221 16.95

Pelikan, Jaroslav Jan. *Idea Of The University: A Reexamination*. Yale Univ Press 0300057253 30.00

Perlmutter, Philip. *Divided We Fall: A History Of Ethnic, Religious, And Racial Prejudice In America*. Iowa State Univ Press 0813806445 44.95

Phillips, William D. *Worlds Of Christopher Columbus*. Cambridge Univ Press 0521350972 27.95

Posner, Richard A. *Sex And Reason*. Univ Press 0674802799 29.95

Roosevelt, Franklin D. (Franklin Delano) *FDR’s Fireside Chats; Ed. By Russell D. Buhite*. Univ of Oklahoma Press 0806123702 24.95


Stein, Stephen J. *Shaker Experience In America: A History Of The United Society Of Believers*. Yale Univ Press 0300051395 40.00

Tatham, David. *Winslow Homer And The Illustrated Book*. Syracuse Univ Press 0815625502 34.95

Tillery, Tyrone *Claude Mckay: A Black Poet’s Struggle For Identity*. Univ of Massachusetts Pr 0870237624 24.95

Twitchell, James B. *Carnival Culture: The Trashing of Taste In America*. Columbia Univ Press 0231078307 24.95

Warren, Joyce W. *Fanny Fern: An Independent Woman*. Rutgers Univ Press 081351763x 29.95


Westwood, Howard C. *Black Troops, White Commanders, And Freedmen During The Civil War*. Southern Illinois Univ Pr 0809317516 24.95

Why The Confederacy Lost; Ed. By Gabor S. Boritt. *Oxford Univ Press* 019507405x 19.95

Wickham-Crowley, Timothy P. *Guerrillas And Revolution In Latin America: A Comparative Study Of Insurgents And Regimes* Princeton Univ Press 0691078858 59.50

Williams, Martin T. *Jazz Changes*. Oxford Univ Press 019505847x 24.95


Young Bear, Ray A. *Black Eagle Child: The Facepaint Narratives*. Univ of Iowa Press 087745356x 24.95